Majors
(sample below is for undergrad but the same logic applies to grad majors)

Institution
CU Denver (CUDEN)

Academic Career
Undergrad (UGRD)

Program (School/College)
- College of Liberal Arts and Sciences (CLASU)
- College of Architecture and Planning (ARPLU)
- College of Arts and Media (ARTMU)
- Business School (BUSNU)
- School of Education and Human Development (EDUCU)
- School of Public Affairs (PAFFU)
- College of Engineering, Design, and Computing (ENGRU)

Plan (major)
- BA in English (ENGL-BA)
- BS in Architecture (ARCH-BS)
- BFA in Fine Arts (FINE-BFA)
- BSBA in Accounting (ACCT-BSBA)
- BA in Education and Human Development (EDHD-BA)
- BA in Criminal Justice (CRJU-BA)
- BS in Civil Engineering (CVEN-BS)

Subplan
(track, emphasis, specialization, concentration, or “tracking only”)
- Literature Option (LTR)
- Architectural Design Track (ARD)
- Photography Emphasis (PHO)
- International Business Track (INB)
- Early Childhood Education Licensure Track (ECL)
- 4+1 tracking (BMA)
Undergrad Minors

Institution

CU Denver (CUDEN)

Academic Career

Undergrad (UGRD)

Program (School/College)

College of Liberal Arts and Sciences (CLASU)

Plan (major, minor, endorsement, licensure)

BA in Psychology (PSYC-BA)

Minor in Film Studies (FILM-MIN)
Minor offered through the College of Arts and Media
Licensures and Endorsements

– to be eligible for title IV funds, must be pursued along with a major and coursework must also apply to the major. (sample below is for undergrad but the same logic applies to grad majors)
Certificates
– to be eligible for title IV funds, must be pursued along with a major and coursework must also apply to the major (sample below is for undergrad but the same logic applies to grad majors)